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automatic. Year of registration Average annual mileage 10, â€” 14, Owned Less than a year.
Bought Car Used. Typical MPG Such poor interior design, as though the driver and passengers
are forgotten. To fasten the safety belts in front, you have to squeeze your hand tightly against
the central console. The door pockets are narrow and deep so you cannot reach objects at
bottom, and there's no cover for the spare change holder. There are no courtesy lights on the
visors - I didn't realise these would be 'extras'. The driver's seat is uncomfortable, its raised
edges dig into my thighs causing a 'dead leg' on journey. It's difficult to see the fuel
consumption on journeys, or the temperature and time, as they're obscured by the steering
wheel. All in all, deeply disappointing. I would recommend this car to a friend. Version 1.
Average annual mileage 5, â€” 9, I bought this car to replace a Mercedes Benz B class d which
had a noisy 1. The car drives better than the B Class and the suspension is much better at
coping with poor road surfaces. Although it's only a three cylinder diesel the performance is
better than the B Class. I use the car for town and country running and some motorway
journeys which it seems perfect for, it's very quiet on the move. I cannot fault this car, it is
perfect for my use. Version M sport. Average annual mileage 15, â€” 19, Owned 1 - 2 years.
Bought Car New. I would've expected electric seats in this model as it being an M sport. The
leather interior is really nice and looks as good as any expensive BMW, fuel is better now I've
had a fuel module put into the ECU port. Now for a two-litre performance engine, that's good,
your right foot isn't as accurate as cruise control mode, I control the car mainly by the cruise
control switch on the left stalk. Another thing I did expect was automatic folding mirrors when
you activate the door locking system but, this option may be hidden in the car somewhere and
needs to be activated. I've had no underlying issues so far, so very pleased with the car as with
all cars you won't get two the same for whatever reason, but I'm happy to be driving my Active
tourer. Version 2. I bought this car as I needed firm seats and suspension, due to back trouble,
as well as a boot space beyond that of a super-mini hatchback. The car isn't as tall as many
MPVs but does enable me to get in and out easily. It also has good, progressive brakes,
something you won't find on a Ford, Vauxhall or Renault I believe they're Brembos. As for
economy, I find I get around 33 mpg in town and anything up to 60mpg on a long run, and so
far, tyre wear is even. On this model they've deleted the lovely old 8-speed 'slush' gearbox and
substituted a 7-speed dual clutch box. I prefer the old auto -- outside of a racetrack you don't a
dual clutch, which does not always take up smoothly. The power boot lid is useful. However, if
the car was completely minus electronic gizmos it would be very good indeed, but the 'toys' are
the problem -- they are unpredictable and annoying. Settings are mysteriously lost overnight,
and several times I have received a message saying, basically, "Car knackered take to service

station. To be honest the car relies too much on electronic stuff, which may or may not work,
depending on how it feels on a particular day. On the good side, the centre screen can be
switched off via the excellent i-drive and the collision warning can be adjusted for sensitivity.
The car lacks the expected storage spaces. The one in the dash is uncovered, as is that below
the centre armrest. The armrest also prevents the easy securing of the seatbelts, and it is best
to lift the armrest before clicking the buckle in. By the way, if you want to have a decent big
screen sat-nav and quartz headlights you have to pay for them, although the halogen lamps are
the best on the market. A head-up display would be useful, but is not available on this model
costs over a grand on other models. An anti-dazzle mirror is also an extra, and the mirror flip
fitted is difficult to use. The worst feature of the car is the bad visibility through the front
quarter. You can peer through the small quarter window, but then you are not looking ahead.
What on earth were you thinking of BMW? Overall, I feel the car is over-priced,
over-electronicked and does not match a Ford C-Max for practicality. Unless you really need
sports seats, BHP, semi-sports suspension and troublesome electronics, then look elsewhere.
Performance is good. Running Cost. Fuel consumption reasonable for a petrol engine. Version
D Xdrive M Sport. It's a fantastic car, and the second BMW I have owned. I purchased this car as
I needed something between a hatchback and an MPV. Had one problem which was a failed LED
indicator unit which is contained within the wing mirror. The only downside to the car is the
runflat tyres, which will be getting changed to normal tyres within the year. I've noticed a couple
of people have had issues with the indicator controls, as they are soft touch controls and can
be turned off by pressing the stall the same way that you are indicating for instance press down
to indicate left, then press down to extinguish indicators. Failed LED indicator- possibly caused
by firm suspension and runflat tyres. Could probably be better but is hard to not like the sound
of the turbo spooling. Version D X drive Luxury. The active tourer is a car you must do your
research about. If you want a sports car dressed up as a family MPV it does not exist, the laws
of Physics will tell you that. If you want a classy safe economical MPV that is smooth to drive,
this is it. Don't get the M Sport, its a sad as a ill fitting wig on an old baldy fat bloke trying to
chat up a 20 something. An oxymoron and very harsh riding. Do get the 8 speed auto box, do
get the professional navigation pack, do get the panoramic sunroof feels so airy and kids love
it, do get the D its far smoother, do get the xDrive for the grip, do get the silver metallic paint,
NOT black, it's not a sports car! Do get the luxury version, do get the heated seats and parking
sensors, do get the LED indoor lighting looks â€” it looks great at night. Do get the better audio
system. Engage the efficient dynamics mode and then you will have a super, comfortable MPV,
which is the whole point. It carries the family and everything you need. The BMW is by far the
best all round car. If you want a sports car buy the 2 series coupe, a family car buy this! My wife
loves to drive it! No issues ever! I just keep it maintained and turn over the engine regularly.
Also don't use supermarket diesel. Get the premium diesel Shell BP etc with the additives.
Better MPG and smoother running. Problem is you will look a wally trying to recapture your lost
youth. Engage the 8 speed auto and cruise along in serene comfort! In eco dynamics mode it's
fantastic. Love it, did a round trip to Cardiff from the north east. It drives well too. Plenty of
space in the back and boot. Will definitely look to renew in a few years time. Like it very much,
smooth as chocolate. Version d SE. Average annual mileage More than 20, A really
disappointing vehicle. After four years in a BMW d Exclusive, I find this car grossly
under-specced unless you start piling on the extras. The buttons are there, but they just are not
activated - what nonsense when the competition has standard features that would make your
bank balance bleed to have activated on a BMW. It's 5 weeks old with 3, miles on so these are
my initial findings. The seats are, at best, OK and become uncomfortable after an hour for sure.
As a drive it's fine, but the fuel consumption is awful compared to the ridiculous claimed
figures. I get the same if slightly less than the d doing the same journeys with the same sedate
driving style. Changing gear from 4th to 5th is a spoon in porridge moment. It's also easy to
select reverse instead of the 1st the resistance on the stick is just set too weak. And I am a big
fan of BMW There is a reason why this car only scrapes into the top 10 of vehicles in this class.
Too new to comment on reliability, I can't imagine there would be any issues there. Fuel figures
are a downright lie, you couldn't get the quoted near to 70 rolling downhill in neutral. Version i
XDrive. There are many issues with this car eg. Our biggest complaint is the amount of airflow
achieved to the face level in warm weather and the temperature of the air which gets
increasingly warmer as the engine temperature gradually increases. It should not be necessary
to always have to use the aircon system to obtain cool air into the car. With the ventilation
system set at 16 degrees and the engine warmed up, the air temperature into the cabin is always
well above the ambient temperature to the point where it becomes very uncomfortable. Clearly
warm air is being sucked into the cabin from the engine compartment. I could have bought a
new car costing less than half this cost with a far superior ventilation system. Suspension is

also a bit hard and steering at around 70mph requires a good hold of the steering wheel.
Version i SE. Early days with only a 1, miles on the clock but first impressions are good. Build
quality is excellent and although the SE is the base model it is very well equipped. I would
describe the ride quality as being similar to the Ford C-Max which is no bad thing. Having test
driven both the Active Tourer diesel and petrol powered versions, I opted for the petrol. Big risk
for me as I cover 20, miles per year however the maths just didn't add up given the relative
small difference between the MPG on the petrol and diesel. I also thought the petrol unit was
more refined. I decided to use some of what I saved on adding an auto box. So far I'm averaging
I would expect to achieve mid 40s in a few weeks time, which meets expectation. The
turbocharged petrol engine is sweet incredibly quiet and the auto transmission is an absolute
dream. Doesn't feel underpowered or run out of puff as some reviews would lead you to believe.
Looks-wise this car is no beauty from the outside but neither is the Golf SV that I considered as
an alternative , however the boxy dimensions provide plenty of head room and access for
moving children and adults in and out of the car. The boot, whilst not overly large, is a good
size. This car is ample for a family of four but not five - the middle second row seat is a bit of a
perch - there again there are very few 5 seater MPVs that you can comfortably fit three across
the second row. So far, I can only find one negative which is the rather thick A-pillars that can
impede the driver view. Overall though this is an impressive package. It is hard to fault. It's
refined, economical and practical with a small touch of prestige if that matters to you. Version d
xdrive. Owned 2 - 3 years. I've decided to write a review because my car is coming up to 3 years
old. I've had a 5 series before and the 2 series does not compare in either comfort or luxury but I
was not looking for that in this vehicle. I bought this because I have a fairly large dog and could
not take it anywhere. This is the only BMW with a big enough rear boot it is the longer wheel
base 7 seat version to take the dogs cage. Given all the other comments I can agree that: - it is
difficult to control the indicators, many times I indicate left and right several times. You have to
barely touch them but other than looking like an idiot it's not a big deal. Many cars these days
are like this presumably for safety features. You just have to look properly at junctions. Or
worse when you are sat at the side of the road giving way to someone coming the other way.
However, this has only happened a dozen times in over two years. I just ignore it. I have had one
major problem and that was just after it turned 12 months old the whole IDrive electronic system
stopped working. In true BMW style it took 2 weeks to get it into be repaired they are always
booked up then took 36 hours to replace and reset the system. I really like this car, it is very
functional it has great boot space and height with it. The driving position is good the seats are
higher than other BMW's although they are rather hard and it's nowhere near as comfortable as
a 5 series. Furthest I've driven is miles in one day and was never uncomfortable. The
acceleration is brilliant, never had a problem speeding up or overtaking. Fuel economy is good
would be better if my husband never drove it I suspect. I bought an ex demo model so it has
various things that I assume would be optional extras such as cruise control, ambient lighting
nice but not really necessary , tables in the back again pointless, why do you want a picnic in a
car better sat nav. There are lots of little storage pockets which are hand,. I'd had it 18 months
before I realised there were some under the front seats. It is easy to park with the rear parking
camera. Downside to this car, if you are looking for a 7 seater think carefully. The back seats
slide forward to let you in but unless you're under 5 feet tall it's a bit awkward. They may be OK
for older kids that can get themselves in and out but would be no good for putting any in a car
seat. Also if you have a car seat on the back seat you wouldn't be able to get in because the
seats fold forward. Your knees are on a level with your chest, it's not a great ride for an adult
but Ok for one off short journeys. There is no boot room whatsoever with these seats up,
literally your hand bag or briefcase would fit. Mine also have some sort of white bloom on the
seats that no matter how much I clean and air seems to return. It is a bit plastic and to be honest
they are quite expensive and some of the bits on it seem quite flimsy, such as the bit of plastic
round the rear view mirror that always looks like it's about to drop off. Also would have
expected electric mirrors for the price, but they are obviously an optional extra! So far I like this
car and will be keeping it for a while yet, BMW service has been great so far. Almost 3 years old
and so far so good. Fantastic, you barely have to touch the accelerator and it's off. I thought an
automatic might be a bit sluggish but it's anything but. Good fuel economy, servicing etc.
Version d. This is a good car in my opinion. At the same time we wanted a car with good boot
space. We had a limited budget and we thought that BMWs were out of our league so we
primarily looked at Toyotas, Hondas and Skodas. Then we were lucky enough to find this car
with only 14, miles on it for a similar price. Thanks media for the unfounded diesel scare! This
car was a real bargain in comparison to the other cars we tried. Nicer interior specs, much more
powerful, low consumption and plenty of space. So all in all we are very happy with it. One thing
that irritates me a bit is the blinker which could be better constructed. When you turn off the

blinker it is very easy to start blinking in the other direction. I have not experienced this problem
with other cars I have driven. But all in all this is a small problem. Some people also complain
about the thick bars creating a blindspot next to the front window. It is true that a car can
disappear there for a millisecond if you have just the right or wrong angle to the oncoming
traffic it has happened to me less than a handful of times but if you have not already seen and
registered the car at this point you should not be driving at all. This is not a problem at all in my
book, all cars have some quirkiness. In general visibilty is very good, but a rear view camera
helps a lot when backing in a higher car like this. Many "so called" expert reviews seem to have
missed the point of this car. Carbuyer for example complains that it is not as practical as
Citroen Picasso. That is comparing apples and oranges. The Picasso is a notably bigger car in
all dimensions 3 cm wider, 10 cm longer and 12 cm higher! We were not interested in a longer
car and by the way my wife thought the Picasso was one of they ugliest cars she had ever seen.
Reviews also often compare the 2-series with other BMWs and complain that it is not as fun to
drive etc. Since I did not own a BMW before this one I do not have that bias, but I can tell you
that it is so much more fun and powerful than all the Toyotas, Hondas, Golfs and Skodas that
we tried. The X1 was nicer but it was a model with the highest specs so it is not a fair
comparison, and the difference was not big. These two cars share a lot of simarities and the X1
is only slightly bigger. If I would buy a new car and choose between these two models I would
go with the X1 if money was not an object or if I would get the same specs at the same price but
if you are on a limited budget the 2 series is usually the best choice. Performance is very good. I
have never felt the need for more power in this car. It is so much more powerful than the
similarly priced competitors that we tried. Running costs are relatively low even though diesel
and gasoline is ridiculously expensive in Sweden. BMW states 4,1 litres per kilometers. We
average around 5. Version luxury 1. I've had the car 33 months and will almost certainly
part-exchange it for the same model again. The car has been just about perfect for my needs, I
drive it every day. It's comfortable, economical and very roomy for a small car and has the
feeling of quality. I've been driving for over 60 years and can say this car is up amongst the best
to drive. My passengers also enjoy the rear seats. Version xe m sport. This is a company car
replacement and I was reticent about moving to a smaller car than my previous 3 Series. I must
say this car is great. Much better build quality than my previous one. It takes a while to get used
to electric only driving and also to try and work between petrol and electric but this just adds to
the fun. The car cleverly conserves electricity until it's needed if you use the eco pro mode with
the sat nav. The only niggle is the size of the boot but still I managed to take 3 adults and 2 kids
to Disneyland for a week in it. When in sport mode its really nippy. More of a cruising car than a
boy racer. Version d sport. Was rather apprehensive about buying a front wheel drive bmw but I
have been very surprised at the car all round. Very comfortable, well balanced on the road,
excellent on the motorway, Great driving position, very economical. Believe me this is a quality
car and I would say to anyone considering purchasing one go and drive it I'm sure you will not
be disappointed. Never had a problem with the car. Not all bmw's have to be driven and drive
like racing cars. This car is very responsive when required. Had a VW Tiguan before this car but
have found the bmw active tourer much more economical. Version D. To give you an idea of
how poorly thought out this car is try lifting the windscreen wiper arm.. I wondered what the
constant knocking noise was in the cabin, really annoying, turns out to be the passenger
seatbelt metal part banging away against the hard interior door pillar. The anti collision warning
thing beeps away whenever it wants irrespective of if you are close to another vehicle or not,
one time on an open road 50 to 60 yards away from the vehicle in front the darn thing applied
the brakes that was a bit of a shock. I mentioned it to the dealer who confirmed they had a
number of reports of similar incidents. The thickness of the windscreen pillars is a real problem,
so much of your view when turning right is obscured that it is unsafe, your head will be bobbing
around like a demented parrot to check either side of the pillar. Build quality is pretty good and
should be at this price nothing has broken yet on mine although a colleagues glove box catch
mechanism fell to pieces. Maybe if I hadn't had another better quality Beemer beforehand I
would be more tolerant of it's weaknesses. It's at best OK but not for 25K. Overpriced compared
to what else is on the market. Version d Luxury. I had a straight choice between the BMW 2
Series Active Tourer, the VW Golf SV and the Mercedes B Class - all three vehicles pitched at
the roughly the same target group of those wanting good space, practicality and a level of
desirability from a relatively small floor-plan. From a driver's perspective the BMW won
hands-down. The ride comfort is excellent, offering a good balance between comfort and
handling, and the engine and suspension are particularly refined and quiet. At idle, even in this
diesel version, it is near silent, and there is no crashing or thumping over rutted roads and
potholes. I ruled the Mercedes out as the ride quality and especially the seats were very
uncomfortable, and the Golf SV had a miserly specification when compared to what you get on

the BMW as standard - even the option packages on the Active Tourer are reasonably priced
and generous. Inside, the BMW has a high-quality, well finished cabin with several nice touches
that make it feel more upmarket than its rivals. Passenger space is very impressive, with a good
level of room in the back and adjustment to all seats. Boot space is useful and can be extended
easily. The only thing to be aware of is the non-sports seats standard on SE and Luxury have a
short seat squab for the front seats, whereas the sports seats have better thigh support, but are
tight across your back and slightly eat-into the rear legroom. The standard seats are very
comfortable and have plenty of adjustment, however. The Navigation system isn't as intuitive as
the VW system, nor is the visual guidance as clear. If you have the steering wheel in a high
position, it blocks the digital display in the instrument binnacle, meaning you have to lean
forwards and peek over the top of the steering wheel boss to read it. It is also surprising to see
exposed screw-heads under the instrument cowl in a BMW. Little things, but the Golf SV doesn't
have these issues. That said, the overall standard of the cabin is a nicer place to be in the BMW.
On the move, the car is amazingly refined, eager and economical. Having only run this car for a
short time I did not expect an instantly good real MPG figure, but I have an average of 58mpg
from the 2 litre diesel - and the Eco-Pro mode works very well with little compromise - especially
once you are on a long run or commute. Looks, whilst subjective, are better in the flesh than in
the magazines and photos, and the lighter metallics really do the car justice. Compare the dark
blues and blacks with the silvers and whites and you'll see that the lighter shades really do the
car justice and stop the car looking as high-sided as its proportions would otherwise suggest.
Sitting on a brand-new chassis and benefitting from new engines, you can instantly appreciate
and feel the step-up in engineering prowess above the Mercedes and even the VW. So far I am
very pleased with the car; it works excellently as a company vehicle being smart and on the
right-side of the taxman, plus at the weekend you couldn't want for a more satisfying vehicle for
a small family. Plenty of go if you need it, but quiet and refined at all speeds. Version XE hybrid.
Beautifully crafted, handles well, with a good turn of speed when needed, elegantly understated
but grossly over endowed with technology, and a bit of a pain. Especially when concerning the
"hybrid" factors, which irritate and fail to deliver. Fuel consumption mpg if you're lucky - never
the mpg or so claimed: max range on an electric charge - 19 miles, less when cold. Until we'd
bought the car, we hadn't realised that due to the battery we couldn't fix a tow bar - and hence
no towbar mounted bike rack! I have never had a BMW and have always wanted one - looks like
I have been taken in by the marketing It's the worst car I have ever had 15 new cars so far. At
least my Morris Minor had direction indicators that worked - I am constantly indicating one way
and going the other, there is no way of directing the ventilation onto the windscreen, and it
simply cannot clear it on a frosty morning. The "product genius" at the main dealer could not
tell me if the elecro magnetic handbrake should release on driving off, and the car itself
certainly doesn't know - a lottery if it does or doesn't. The manual is just no use at all - the best
use for it I have found is taped to my left foot to enable me to start the car without having to sit
with my head on the windscreen, the wipers cannot be set to intermittent unless on the sensor,
the rear wiper has to be activated manually, although you do get such essential options such as
being able to change the colour of the LED lighting in the doors. The radio is a complete
nightmare, I have a TomTom on top of the display as the sat-nav is as useful as a map in the
boot, and the car doesnt always start with the clutch fully depressed, which is a feat in itself as
it needs legs as long as Tyson Fury's to reach First BMW and not disappointed. Smooth ride
and engine and sharp gear box. Excellent driving position. Plenty of room in a relatively small
car for tall adults and lots of storage. Clever electronic folding flat rear seats with a large
storage space below the flat boot. Great car for us and our grandchildren. Next Steps Used car
deals. Continue reading 1 Verdict. Most Popular. Tips and advice 13 Apr New Skoda Kodiaq
unveiled for Skoda Kodiaq 13 Apr Best new car deals Deals 9 Apr View All. Electric car charging
stations: a complete guide. Tips and advice 10 Nov PCP vs HP â€” what's the difference? Tips
and Advice 23 Mar Average speed cameras: how do they work? Tips and advice 24 Feb Best
cars. Best car interiors. Best cars 10 Mar Best electric cars. Best cars 24 Dec Best cheap-to-run
cars. Best cars 1 Feb The UK's top 10 fastest hot hatchbacks. Hot hatches 9 Apr Table Of
Contents. Quick Links. Table of Contents. Online Edition for Part no. Previous Page. Next Page.
Page 3 The more familiar you are with your vehicle, the better control you will have on the road.
Also use the Integrated Owner's Manual in your vehicle. Page Service And Warranty Service and
warranty ous damage to the vehicle. Page At A Glance At a glance These overviews of buttons,
switches and displays are intended to familiarize you with your vehicle. You will also become
quickly acquainted with the available control concepts and options. Page Cockpit At a glance
Cockpit Cockpit Vehicle features and options the selected options or country versions. This
also applies to safety-related functions and This chapter describes all standard, countrysystems. The respectively applicable country specific and optional features offered with the

provisions must be observed when using the series. It also describes features that are not care
instructions. Page 23 iDrive At a glance Turn. Controller without navigation system The buttons
can be used to open the menus directly. The controller can be used to select menu items and
enter the settings. Page 24 At a glance iDrive Buttons on controller Selecting menu items
Highlighted menu items can be selected. Display of an opened menu When selecting a menu, it
generally opens with the panel that was last selected in that menu. Text message was received.
Turn the controller to set the minutes and press the controller. Check the SIM card. SIM card is
blocked. Status information SIM card is missing. Page Voice Activation System Voice activation
system At a glance Voice activation system Vehicle features and options Using voice activation
This chapter describes all standard, country- Activating the voice activation system specific and
optional features offered with the series. It also describes features that are not Press button on
the steering necessarily available in your car, e. Page Adjusting The Volume At a glance Voice
activation system Executing functions using short Press button on the steering commands
wheel. It almost doesn't matter which menu item is selected, e. Instead, use the SOS button,
refer to page , close to the interior mirror. Page Controls Controls This chapter is intended to
provide you with information that will give you complete control of your vehicle. All features and
accessories that are useful for driving and your safety, comfort and convenience are described
here. Page Opening And Closing Controls Opening and closing Opening and closing Vehicle
features and options Overview This chapter describes all standard, country- specific and
optional features offered with the series. It also describes features that are not necessarily
available in your car, e. Always take the remote control with you when leaving the vehicle so
that the vehicle Profiles exported via BMW Online can also be can then be opened from the
outside. With Comfort Access, the remote control can In this case, the convertible top and
convertible be used to open the convertible top when in top well storage cover will slowly lower
after a Page Unlocking And Opening Controls Opening and closing In the event of a severe
accident, the vehicle is automatically unlocked. The hazard warning system and interior lights
come on. Unlocking and opening Unlock or lock the driver's door via the door lock using the
integrated key, refer to page The other doors must be unlocked or locked from the inside. If the
glove locked. Select the symbol. The situation of the doors does not change. The interior is
monitored to the height of the Indicator lamp on the interior rearview seats. The alarm system is
armed together mirror with the interior motion sensor even when the convertible top is open.
Page Power Windows Controls Opening and closing Power windows Closing individually Keep
the closing path clear Hint Monitor closing and make sure that the Take the remote control with
you closing path of the window is clear; otherwise, injuries may result. Page Convertible Top
Opening and closing Controls Closing without the pinch protection air via the automatic climate
control so that system no vacuum is produced in the vehicle. Remove the two large lids from
the trim. Page Wind Deflector Opening and closing Controls convertible top well storage cover
open, top frame must be locked in the windshield e. Page 57 Opening and closing Controls Fold
wind deflector back and align it with the fixing point on the opposite side of the vehicle. Page
Adjusting Controls Adjusting Adjusting Vehicle features and options Keep the movement area
unobstructed When changing the seat position, keep This chapter describes all standard,
country- the seat's area of movement unobstructed; specific and optional features offered with
the otherwise, people might get injured or objects series. Electrically adjustable seats Height At
a glance Pull the lever and apply your weight to the seat or lift it off, as necessary. Pull the lever
at the front of the seat and adjust Seat tilt. Pull lever up to the stop. The maximum temperature
is reached when three LEDs are lit. Make sure that the safety belts are positioned correctly. The
safety belt reminder is active at speeds above approx. Storing Before transporting passengers
Switch on the ignition. Fold in and out Press button. Possible at speeds up to approx. Press
button. Page Transporting Children Safely Controls Transporting children safely Transporting
children safely Vehicle features and options the selected options or country versions. Switching
off the vehicle during an automatic engine stop During an automatic engine stop, the vehicle
can be switched off permanently, e. The ignition is switched off. Page 76 Controls Driving Using
turn signals High beams, headlight flasher Press the lever beyond the resistance point. The
wipers switch to intermittent operation when the vehicle is stationary. Page Washer Fluid Follow
the cally heated while the ignition is switched on. All gears for forward travel are activated
automatically. R is Reverse Select only when the vehicle is stationary. Engaging P Engaging
selector lever positions Press on the brake pedal until you start driving To prevent the vehicle
from creeping after you select a gear, maintain pressure on the brake pedal until you are ready
to start. In the manual mode, after conservative driving The concept for a certain amount of time
or if there has been no acceleration or shifting of the shift Launch Control enables optimum
acceleration paddles within a certain amount of time, the The starting engine speed adjusts.
Within 3 seconds, release the brake. Launch Control adjusts to the surrounding conditions, e.

Page Displays Controls Displays Displays Vehicle features and options the selected options or
country versions. Check Control, refer to also be activated if objects are placed on the page At
least one Check Control message is displayed or is stored. The symbol is Unusually rapid
flashing of the indicator shown in the display of the instrument lamp indicates that a turn signal
bulb cluster. Depending on the equipment version, the arrow beside the fuel pump symbol
shows which side of the vehicle the fuel filler flap is on. Hints on refueling, refer to page Page
Info Display Displays Controls On-board computer Display Calling up information on the info
display Depending on your vehicle's optional features, the list in the instrument cluster can
differ from the illustration shown. Press the onboard computer button on the turn signal lever.
Activating a list and adjusting the setting Information is displayed in the info display of Setting
your current speed as the Sport displays speed warning On the Control Display Setting the
language Press the controller. To set the language on the Control Display: The time is stored. It
also describes features that are not Position of switch: necessarily available in your car, e. Page
Controls Lights In tight curves, e. As a result the inside of the curve is better lighted. The green
indicator lamp lights up. If the automatic headlight control, refer to page 95, is activated, the low
beams will come on automatically when you switch on the front fog lights. Interior lights
Reading lamp Switching the interior lights on and off Press button. Page Safety Safety Controls
Safety Vehicle features and options the selected options or country versions. Page Controls
Safety Information on how to ensure the optimal The ignition and inflation noise may lead to
protective effect of the airbags short-term and, in most cases, temporary hearing impairment in
sensitive individuals. Page Rollover Protection System Controls Safety Strength of the driver's
and front-seat Supplementing the reinforced front windshield passenger airbag frame, the
rollover protection system further increases passenger safety. Otherwise, damages or injuries
may result. Page Controls Safety The status is displayed. The tires are shown in gray and the
status is displayed. Page Safety Controls Actions in the event of a flat tire A vehicle with an
average load has a possible driving range of approx. Start the initialization with "Perform reset".
The concept Drive away. Page Controls Safety The front-end collision warning is available Be
alert even if cruise control has been deactivated. Due to system limitations, warnings may With
the vehicle approaching another vehicle be not issued at all, or may be issued late or
intentionally the collision warning is delayed improperly. The driver must intervene actively
when there is a prewarning. Page Controls Safety Pedestrian warning with city System limits
braking function Detection range The system's detection potential is limited. Page Safety
Controls the extended area only if they are moving in Intelligent Safety button the direction of
the central area. Page Brake Force Display Controls Safety Brake force display After travel has
begun, the system is trained about the driver, so that increasing lack of alertness or fatigue can
be detected. Page Driving Comfort Driving comfort Controls Driving comfort Vehicle features
and options Overview This chapter describes all standard, country- Buttons on the steering
wheel specific and optional features offered with the series. It also describes features that are
not Press button Function necessarily available in your car, e. Page Controls Driving comfort
Interrupting When the system is switched on, the current speed is maintained and stored as the
desired When active, press the button. The rearview camera image is displayed when the
reverse gear is engaged by pressing the button. PDC may issue a warning under the following
The range of the sensors is represented in the conditions even though there is no obstacle
colors green, yellow and red. Pathway lines Obstacle markings can be faded into the image of
the rearview camera. Their colored margins match the markings of the PDC. Ultrasound sensors
measure parking spaces Turn the controller until the desired setting on both sides of the
vehicle. Parking assistant is activated and Switching on with the button search for parking
space active. Page Driving comfort Controls vehicle - wait for the automatic steering Follow the
instructions on the Control Display wheel move. Adjust the parking position yourself if No
parking assistance needed. Low objects already displayed, e. Page Climate Control Climate
control Controls Climate control Vehicle features and options the selected options or country
versions. Page Maximum Cooling Climate control Controls Maximum cooling by increasing the
cooling or heating output, and then keeps it constant. Page Controls Interior equipment erases
all programming of the buttons on rearview mirror starts flashing rapidly and then the interior
rearview mirror. All stored functions are deleted. The mitter. The number of the objects or
overhead power lines near the set compass zone appears in the mirror. Reinsert the lighter or
socket cover after use, otherwise objects may get into the lighter socket or fixture and cause a
short circuit. Note The total load of all sockets must not exceed watts at 12 volts. Page Controls
Storage compartments Front storage compartment Locking The glove compartment can be
locked with an integrated key to separately secure the trunk lid, refer to page 41, e. Page Driving
Tips Driving tips This chapter provides you with information useful in dealing with specific
driving and operating modes. Page Things To Remember When Driving Driving tips Things to

remember when driving Things to remember when driving Vehicle features and options they
achieve their full traction potential after a break-in time. Hot exhaust system Driving through
water Hot exhaust system Observe water level and speed High temperatures are generated in
the exhaust system. Page Loading Loading Driving tips Loading Vehicle features and options
vehicle and unstable driving situations may result. This chapter describes all standard, countryspecific and optional features offered with the series. Page Securing Cargo Driving tips Loading
Load Securing cargo Lashing eyes in the trunk The maximum load is the sum of the weight of
the occupants and the cargo. Page Saving Fuel Saving fuel Driving tips Saving fuel Vehicle
features and options Tires This chapter describes all standard, country- General information
specific and optional features offered with the Tires can affect fuel consumption in various
series. It also describes features that are not ways, e. Switch off the engine during longer stops,
e. Tips about the energy saving driving style, Conserving fuel, refer to page The range of the
vehicle can be extended by an efficient driving style. This gain in range is displayed as a bonus
range in the instrument cluster and on the Control Display. Page Mobility Mobility In order to
always ensure your mobility, you will find important information on operating fluids, wheels and
tires, maintenance and Roadside Assistance in the following. Page Refueling Mobility Pull the
green knob with the fuel pump symbol. This releases the fuel filler flap. Observe the following
when refueling The fuel tank is full when the filler nozzle clicks off the first time. Do not overfill
the fuel tank Do not overfill the fuel tank; Page Fuel Fuel recommendation system. Page Fuel
Mobility gine deposits, it is highly recommended to purchase gasoline from Top Tier retailers.
Page Wheels And Tires Mobility Wheels and tires Wheels and tires Vehicle features and options
Only check the tire inflation pressure when the tires are cold. This means after driving no more
This chapter describes all standard, country- than 1. Page Mobility Wheels and tires Mi relevant
table on the following pages. Department of Transportation. Those grades represent the tire's
ability to Tire age stop on wet pavement as measured under DOT â€¦ Page Tire Tread Mobility
Wheels and tires Hints Winter and all-season tires with better cold Driving over rough or
damaged road surfaces, weather performance than summer tires. Page New Tires Wheels and
tires Mobility If work is not carried out properly, there is a With proper use, these tires meet the
highest danger of subsequent damage and related standards for safety and handling. Page
Mobility Wheels and tires the same kind. No spare tire is available in the Follow the instructions
for continued driving case of a flat tire. Your service center will be with a flat tire. Changing
run-flat tires Rotating wheels between axles For your own safety, only use run-flat tires. Page
Wheels and tires Mobility Filling the tire with sealant exhaust gases contain carbon monoxide,
an odorless and colorless but highly toxic gas. Storage The Mobility System is located under
the cargo floor panel. Sealing container Take the connection hose completely out of the
compressor housing. Make sure that the snow chains are always sufficiently tight. Do not
initialize the Flat Tire Monitor after mounting snow chains, as doing so may result in incorrect
readings. Page Engine Compartment Engine compartment Mobility Engine compartment Vehicle
features and options the selected options or country versions. Working in the engine
compartment Closing the hood Never attempt to perform any service or Hood open when
driving repair operations on your vehicle without the necessary professional technical training.
Page Engine Oil Engine oil Mobility Engine oil Vehicle features and options If the engine oil level
reaches the minimum level, a check control message is displayed. This chapter describes all
standard, country- specific and optional features offered with the Requirements series. Page
Adding Engine Oil Mobility Engine oil Oil filler neck Gasoline engine: If the engine oil level
reaches the minimum level, a check control message is displayed. General information A
detailed measurement is only possible with certain engines. Page Coolant Mobility Coolant
Coolant Vehicle features and options The marks are on the side of the coolant reservoir. This
chapter describes all standard, country- specific and optional features offered with the Symbol
Meaning series. It also describes features that are not Maximum necessarily available in your
car, e. The maintenance system indicates required If this occurs, have a service center update
the Page Replacing Components Replacing components Mobility Replacing components
Vehicle features and options Replacing the wiper blades Fold up and hold the wiper arm firmly.
This chapter describes all standard, country- Squeeze the retainer spring, arrow 1, and specific
and optional features offered with the fold up the wiper blade, arrow 2. When burned. Page
Replacing components Mobility Accessing the turn signals and low beams Low beams Follow
general instructions, refer to page Overview Pull off the bulb connector, arrow 1. Turn signal
Turn the bulb, arrow 2. Top brake lamp Left side of vehicle: turn clockwise. Page Changing
Wheels Replacing components Mobility bumper area. In addition to the two outer Proceed in the
reverse order to insert the fasteners, there is another inner fastener. Make sure that the bulb
holder engages in all fasteners. Hints Do not connect charging devices to the 12 volt socket in
the vehicle Page Tow Truck Do not tow with only the front or rear axle raised Do not tow the

BMW with just the front or rear axle raised; otherwise, the wheels could lock up and the transfer
case could be damaged. Towing other vehicles The tow fitting can be screwed in at the front or
rear of the BMW. Hints Light towing vehicle The towing vehicle must not be lighter than the
vehicle being towed; Page Breakdown assistance Mobility Manual transmission If possible, do
not tow-start the vehicle but start the engine by jump-starting, refer to page Switch on the
hazard warning system and comply with local regulations. Page Vehicle Care Car care products
vehicle. BMW recommends using care and cleaning To start the engine with manual
transmission: products from BMW, since these have been tested and approved. Press on the
clutch pedal. If the floor carpets are very dirty, clean with a microfiber cloth and water or a
textile cleaner. Page Reference This chapter contains the technical data and an index that will
quickly take you to the information you need. This manual is also suitable for: Bmw 2 coupe
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